We consider a fundamental problem in unsupervised learning called subspace recovery: given a collection of m points in R n , if many but not necessarily all of these points are contained in a d-dimensional subspace T can we find it? The points contained in T are called inliers and the remaining points are outliers. This problem has received considerable attention in computer science and in statistics. Yet efficient algorithms from computer science are not robust to adversarial outliers, and the estimators from robust statistics are hard to compute in high dimensions.
Introduction
Unsupervised learning refers to the problem of trying to find hidden structure in unlabeled data. A ubiquitous approach is to model this hidden structure as a low-dimensional subspace that contains many of the data points. This approach has found a range of applications in areas such as feature selection, dimensionality reduction, spectral clustering, topic modeling and statistical inference. There are two important desiderata for an unsupervised learning algorithm, computational efficiency and robustness: computational efficiency refers to the goal of giving provable guarantees on the running time of the algorithm and robustness refers to the goal of giving guarantees that the algorithm produces a useful output even if the assumptions of the model do not hold exactly. Our focus in this paper is on understanding whether or not these two goals can be met simultaneously.
Individually, these goals can each be met. For example, there are many known fast algorithms to compute the singular value decomposition, and from this decomposition it is straightforward to find a low-dimensional subspace that contains all of the data if it exists. There are also a number of provably robust estimators for subspace recovery. One famous example is least median of squares estimator of [Rou] . The computational problem that underlies this estimator is to find a subspace that minimizes the median Euclidean distance to the data points. An adversary must corrupt at least half of the data points in order to corrupt the output. Many more robust estimators have been developed for this specific problem (e.g. least trimmed squares, M-estimators, the Theil-Sen estimator, reweighed least squares) and for other inference problems by the robust statistics community (see e.g. [RL] and [Hub] ).
Unfortunately, the singular value decomposition is not robust to outliers. Moreover, only modest improvements over brute-force search are known to actually compute the least median of squares estimator in high dimensions ( [ES] ). Is there an estimator for subspace recovery that is both efficiently computable and robust to outliers? This is an instance of a fundamental and largely unexplored question:
"Can we reconcile computational efficiency and robustness in unsupervised learning?" Our focus here is on a challenging notion of robustness used in the robust statistics community: an estimator is robust if an adversary can corrupt an α fraction of the data, and the output of the estimator is still well-behaved. The fraction of data that an adversary is allowed to corrupt is called the breakdown point ( [DH] ). We remark that there has been interesting recent work on finding a subspace that approximately minimizes the sum of p distances (for p > 2) to the data points, see, [DTV, GRSW] . Unfortunately p -regression can be corrupted quite easily by an adversary.
In general, the robust statistics community studies the breakdown properties of particular estimators. Here, our goal is not to study a particular estimator, but rather whether or not there is any robust estimator for subspace recovery that is also easy to compute. The following definition is central to our paper: Definition 1.1. An estimator E is an α-robust estimator for the d-dimensional subspace recovery problem in R n if for any set of points in which a 1 − α fraction are contained in a d-dimensional linear subspace T ⊆ R n , the estimator returns T .
Here the breakdown point is α. So the natural question is, for what choices of the parameters n, d and α is there such an estimator that is also easy to compute? There are compelling reasons to choose robust estimators over their classical counterparts, but so far their potential has not been realized because there are no computationally efficient algorithms to compute them.
Complexity of Robust Subspace Recovery
We assume that the points outside T are in general position, and that the points inside T are in general position with respect to T . 1 Recall that the dimension of T is d. Throughout this paper, we will use L to denote the points inside T and we will call these the inliers, and the remaining points outliers. Our first result is a simple randomized algorithm that achieves a breakdown point of α = 1 − d n . Our result relies on Condition 2.1: any set of n points is linearly independent if and only if at most d of the points are inliers. In fact, an interesting comparison can be drawn between our algorithm and the famous RANSAC method of [FB] : Both approaches repeatedly select a random set of n points; RANSAC works when this sample contains only inliers, whereas our algorithm works when the sample contains at least d +1 inliers. The main observation is that even if a set of n points contains many outliers, only the inliers can participate in a linear dependence. In fact, for d = n/2 and even if inliers make up 3/4 of the points, RANSAC will take an exponential number of iterations to find T while our algorithm requires only a constant number of iterations (see Remark 2.3).
Our algorithm can also be made stable in that the inliers do not need to be exactly contained within T . Here we need Condition 2.5: the smallest determinant of any set of points with at most d inliers is strictly larger than the largest determinant of any set of points with at least d + 1 inliers. Our estimator achieves a constant breakdown point for, say, d = n/2. Yet there are numerous inefficient estimators that achieve a better breakdown point (e.g. a constant breakdown point even when d = n − 1). We provide evidence that our estimator is the optimal compromise between efficiency and robustness: it is small set expansion hard to improve the breakdown point beyond this threshold. We state our result informally here: Theorem 1.4. There is an efficient reduction from an instance of (ε, δ)-Gap-Small-Set Expansion on a graph G to Gap Inlier such that: [Kha] proved a related result that it is NP-hard to find a d = n − 1 dimensional subspace that contains a (1 − ε) n−1 n fraction of the data points 2 . In general, it seems difficult to base hardness for robust subspace recovery (when d < n−1) on standard assumptions and this is an interesting open question.
Taking a step back, computational complexity is an important lens for understanding learning and statistical problems in the sense that there are many sample-efficient estimators, e.g., maximum likelihood, that are hard to compute, but by allowing more samples than the information theoretic minimum we can find alternatives that are easy to compute. Yet these hard estimators are still favored in practice, perhaps not just due to their sample efficiency but also due to their robustness. A broader goal of our paper is to bring to light questions about whether there are estimators that meet all three objectives of being efficiently computable, sample efficient and robust (and not just two out of three).
Derandomization and Duality for Robust Subspace Recovery
The crucial step in our randomized algorithm is to repeatedly sample subsets of n points and once we find one that is linearly dependent, we can use this subset to recover the set of inliers. If a collection of m points in R n has the property that a random subset of n points is linearly dependent (with non-negligible probability), can we find such a subset deterministically? We give a solution to this problem using tools from matroid theory.
Indeed, a well-studied polytope in matroid literature is the basis polytope which is the convex hull of all sets of n points that form a basis (see Section 4). Condition 2.1 guarantees us that the vector n m 1 is outside the basis polytope, and our goal of finding a set of n points that do not span R n can be stated equivalently as finding a Boolean vector (whose coordinates sum to n) that is also outside the basis polytope.
There has been a vast literature on the basis polytope and on submodular minimization, and there are deterministic strongly polynomial time algorithms for deciding membership in the basis polytope-see [Edm, Cun, GLS, Sch, IFF] . Our idea is in each step we find a line segment that contains the current vector (starting with n m 1). Since the current vector is outside the basis polytope it is easy to see that at least one of the endpoints of must also be outside. So we can move the current vector to this endpoint and if we choose these segments in an appropriate way we will quickly find a Boolean solution. The key is that a membership oracle for the basis polytope tells us which endpoint of we should move to. Hence we obtain an algorithm that is not only an optimal tradeoff between efficiency and robustness, but is even deterministic: The basis polytope not only plays a central role in robust subspace recovery but is also closely related to a notion studied in functional analysis that we call radial isotropic position. In fact, [Bar] studied a convex programming problem whose optimal solution finds a linear transformation that places a set of points in radial isotropic position (see Section A) if it exists. The connection is that the optimal value to this convex program is finite (i.e. there is such a transformation) if and only if the vector n m 1 is inside the basis polytope. Barthe's convex program provides a connection between radial isotropic position and robust subspace recovery: just as placing a set of points in isotropic position is a proof that the set of points is not contained in a low-dimensional subspace, so is placing a set of points in radial isotropic position a proof that there is no d-dimensional subspace that contains more than a d n fraction of the points (see Section 4). We give effective bounds on the region in which an optimal solution to the convex program is contained, and how strictly convex the function is and use this to give an efficient algorithm to compute radial isotropic position. Notably, this theorem shows that if there is no low-dimensional subspace that contains many of the points, we can deterministically compute a certificate that there is no such subspace.
Radial isotropic position can also be thought of as a more stable analogue of isotropic position that is not sensitive to either the norms of the data points or to a constant fraction of adversarial outliers! Isotropic position has important applications both in algorithms and in exploratory data analysis, but is quite sensitive to even a small number of outliers (see e.g. [Vem] ). Just as robust statistics asks for estimators that are well-behaved in the presence of outliers, we could ask for canonical forms (e.g. isotropic position, radial isotropic position) that are well-behaved in the presence of outliers. Perhaps radial isotropic position will be a preferable alternative in some existing applications where being robust is crucial.
Somewhat surprisingly, this elementary problem of finding a low-dimensional subspace that contains many of the data points is connected to a number of problems and combinatorial objects including the small set expansion hypothesis, the independent set polytope and submodular minimization and notions in functional analysis, and we make use of all of these connections.
Related Work
Our work fits into a broader agenda within statistics and machine learning: Can we recover a low-rank matrix from noisy or incomplete observations? The foundational work of [RFP] and [CR] gave convex programming algorithms that provable recover a low-rank matrix when given a small number of random chosen entries in the matrix. These techniques have since been adapted to settings in which an adversary can corrupt some of the entries in the matrix [CSPW, CLMW, XCS] . However we note that there are two incomparable models for how an adversary is allowed to corrupt the entries in a low-rank matrix, and which model is more natural depends on the setting. For example, the exciting work of [CLMW] considers a model in which an adversary can corrupt a constant fraction of the entries of A whose locations are chosen uniformly at random. In contrast, the model in [XCS, ZL] for example allows an adversary to corrupt a large fraction of the columns of A. This is the setting in our work, and this assumption is most natural when we think of columns of A as representing individuals from a population and uncorrupted columns correspond to individuals that fit the model, but we would like to make as few assumptions as possible about the remaining individuals that do not fit the model. The breakdown point of robust subspace recovery was also studied recently by [XCM] where successful subspace recovery is guaranteed in a suitable stochastic model.
We note that much of the recent work from statistics and machine learning has focused on a setting where one posits a distributional model that generates both the inliers and outliers and the goal is to recover the subspace T with high probability. For example, see the recent work of [SC] and [LMTZ] and references therein. In principle, our work is not directly comparable to these models since our results are not contingent on any one distributional model. Yet in some of these probabilistic models (e.g. in [LMTZ] ) the probability that a point is chosen from the subspace T is larger than d n in which case Condition 2.1 is satisfied with high probability and hence our algorithm succeeds in these cases too.
The above discussion has focused on notions of robustness that allow an adversary to corrupt a constant fraction of the entries in the matrix A. However, this is only one possible definition of what it means for an estimator to be robust to noise. For example, principal component analysis can be seen as finding a d-dimensional subspace that minimizes the sum of squared distances to the data points. A number of works have proposed modifications to this objective function (along with approximation algorithms) in the hopes that this objective function is more robust. As an example, [DTV] gave a O(p p/2 ) approximation algorithm for the problem of finding a subspace that minimizes the sum of p distances to the data points (for p > 2). Another example is the recent work of [NRV] which gives a constant factor approximation for finding a d-dimensional subspace that maximizes the sum of Euclidean lengths of the projections of the data points (instead of the sum of squared lengths). Lastly, we mention that [DV] gave a geometric definition of an outlier (that does not depend on a hidden subspace T ) and give an optimal algorithm for removing outliers according to this definition.
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A Simple Randomized Algorithm
Here we give a randomized algorithm for robust subspace recovery. The idea is that once we find any non-trivially sparse linear dependence we can use it to find the set of inliers provided that the inliers are in general position with respect to T . The breakdown point of this estimator is exactly the threshold at which a random set of n points is linearly dependent with non-negligible probability. Surprisingly, in Section 3 we give evidence based on the small set expansion conjecture that there is no efficient estimator that has a better breakdown point.
We will think of an instance of robust subspace recovery as a matrix A ∈ R n×m with m n and rank n. Throughout this paper for V ⊂ [m], we will let A V denote the submatrix corresponding to columns in V . Suppose that there is a d-dimensional subspace T that contains strictly more than a d n fraction of the columns of A. Our goal is to recover this subspace (under mild general position conditions on these points) efficiently. Let L ⊂ [m] be the columns of A that are inliers. We will need the following condition which is almost surely satisfied by any reasonable probabilistic model that generates inliers from the subspace T and outliers from all of R n : Condition 2.1. A set of n columns of A is linearly independent if and only if at most d of the columns are inliers.
Algorithm 1 RandomizedFind
Input: A ∈ R n×m which satisfies Condition 2.1
Else return to start
The next lemma gives a lower bound on the probability of sampling strictly more than expected number of inliers:
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that we are given a set of m points in R n with strictly more than 
Algorithm 2 RandomizedFind2
Input: A ∈ R n×m which satisfies Condition 2.5
Proof. Let X be a random variable defined to be the number of inliers in a random set V of n points. Then E[X] > d and set X = X − E [X] . Then let p be the probability that X 0, and this condition certainly implies that we have at least d + 1 inliers. Since the expectation of X is zero, we have that
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 2.3. We remark that the lower bound on p can be improved to p (d/n) 2 /2 when m 6n+2 and n 3. Hence our algorithm is quite practical in this range of parameters.
Indeed, with the same notation as above, condition X on the event E that the first two samples are contained in L (the set of inliers). Clearly, P {E} (d/n) 2 . On the other hand, we still sample n − 2 points with replacement. Each sample now has a probability of landing in L that is at least q
. Here, we used that m 6n + 2. Hence,
, where we used that 2/n + 1/3 1. On the other hand, we have
by the "mean is median" theorem for hypergeometric distributions (see, e.g., [KI] ). It follows that
The next claim captures the intuition that from any non-trivially sparse linear dependence in A it is easy to compute the set of inliers. We are interested in generalizing our algorithm to the setting where inliers are only approximately contained in the subspace. This idea is formalized next.
Condition 2.5. Any set V of at most n columns of A has det(A T V A V ) C 2 if the number of inliers is at most d, and otherwise strictly less than C 2 .
We can now prove Theorem 1.3, a stable analogue of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Lemma 2.2 guarantees that the probability that the algorithm finds a set V with |V | = n and det(A V ) < C in is at least p 1 2n 2 m , and furthermore the algorithm maintains the invariant that the set V always has at least d + 1 inliers, and at the end of the while loop V is a set of d + 1 inliers. Then Condition 2.5 guarantees that the algorithm correctly outputs the set of inliers.
Computational Limits
We will now present evidence that the robust subspace recovery problem is computationally hard beyond the breakdown point achieved by our randomized algorithm in Section 2. For this purpose we need to introduce the expansion profile of a graph. Given a ∆-regular graph G = (V , E) we define the edge expansion of a set S ⊆ V , as
Here and in the following, we let E G (A, B) denote the set of edges in G with one endpoint in A and the other in B. Let us also denote µ(S) = |S|/|V |. Given a parameter δ ∈ [0, 1/2], we define the expansion profile of G as the curve
With these definitions we describe the Small Set Expansion problem as was recently studied by [RS, RST] :
Definition 3.1. The Gap-Small-Set Expansion problem is defined as: Given a graph G, and constants ε, δ > 0, distinguish the two cases (1) φ G (δ) 1 − ε, and, (2) φ G (δ) ε.
We will relate the previous problem to the Gap-Inlier problem that we define next.
Definition 3.2. The Gap-Inlier problem is defined as: Given m points u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ R n , and constants ε, δ, distinguish the two cases 1. there exists a subspace of dimension δn containing a (1 − ε)δ fraction of the points, 2. every subspace of dimension δn contains at most a εδ fraction of the points.
Our next theorem shows a reduction from Gap-Small-Set Expansion to Gap Inlier. To analyze our reduction, it will be helpful to consider the following intermediate graph. Let B = (E, V ) be the bipartite graph where we connect each edge e ∈ E with the two vertices in V that it is incident to. Note that B is (2, ∆)-regular. The next claim relates the dimension of a set of points to the size of the neighborhood of the corresponding edge set in the graph B. Given a set F ⊆ E we will use N B (F) to denote the neighborhood of F.
Claim 3.4. For every set of points P ⊆ {u 1 , . . . , u m } corresponding to a set of edges F ⊆ E we have with probability 1 over the choice of the coefficients above
Proof. On the one hand, the points P are contained in the coordinate subspace of dimension d = |N B (F)| corresponding to the union of the support of the vectors. On the other hand, suppose the set F is a spanning tree. Then the vector corresponding to each edge is linearly independent of the others, and hence the dimension of the subspace is precisely |N B (F)| − 1 almost surely. Similarly, if F corresponds to r connected components, then the dimension of the subspace is |N B (F)| − r almost surely, and the number of connected components is at most
since there are no isolated vertices. This implies the claim.
Completeness. We begin with the completeness claim. Let S ⊆ V be a set of measure δ and suppose that φ G (S) ε. Double-counting the edges spanned by S, we get
Hence, |E(S, S)| ∆|S|/2 − ε∆|S|/2 = (1 − ε)∆|S|/2. On the other hand the edge set E G (S, S) has at most |S| neighbors in B. This implies that the points corresponding to E(S, S) are contained in a coordinate subspace of dimension |S|. Equivalently, there exists a (δn)-dimensional subspace containing at least (1 − ε)δ∆n/2 points. Since m = ∆n/2, this corresponds to a fraction of (1 − ε)δ which is what we wanted to show.
Soundness. Next we establish soundness. Consider any set of points P contained in δn dimensions. We will show that under the given assumption on the expansion profile of G, it follows that |P | ε∆δn. Again, since m = ∆n/2, this directly implies that any subspace of dimension δn contains at most a 2εδ fraction of the points. Let F be the set of edges corresponding to P in the graph B and let S be its vertex neighborhood in B. Suppose (for the sake of contradiction) that |F| > ε∆δn. First, note that the neighbor set S ⊆ V of F in the graph B satisfies δεn 2 |S| 2δn .
The second inequality follows from Claim 3.4. The first inequality follows because G is ∆-regular. Thus, a set of |S| vertices can induce at most ∆|S|/2 edges and all edges in F are induced by S. Counting the edges touching S as before,
The inequality followed from our assumption on the expansion profile of G which we may apply because S satisfies Equation 1. Consequently:
On the other hand, |F| |E G (S, S)|, since every edge in F is induced by S. Hence, the previous inequality showed that |F| ε∆δn/2. and this is a contradiction, which completes the proof.
The Basis Polytope
Here we connect the independent set polytope which has received considerable attention in matroid literature, to a notion studied in functional analysis that we call radial isotropic position.
In Section 5 we will use known algorithms for deciding membership in the independent set polytope to derandomize our algorithm from Section 2. And in Section B we will give an efficient algorithm to compute radial isotropic position, which can be thought of as a robust analogue to isotropic position. Let A = [u 1 , . . . , u m ] ∈ R n×m with m n.
Definition 4.1. Let P be the independent set polytope defined as:
where 1 U is the m-dimensional indicator vector of the set U . Also let K A be the basis polytope which is the facet of P corresponding to i x i = n.
These polytopes can be defined (in a more general context) using the language of matroid theory where independent sets of vectors are replaced by independent sets in a matroid. A fundamental algorithmic problem in matroid theory is to give an efficient membership oracle for these polytopes. A number of solutions are known which all follow from a characterization of Edmonds [Edm] that reduces membership to solving a submodular minimization problem:
The optimum value of this minimization is nonnegative if and only if x ∈ P ( [Edm] ). Hence an immediate consequence of the known algorithms for submodular minimization [GLS] , [Sch] , [IFF] and even a direct algorithm of [Cun] yield: Theorem 4.2. There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm to solve the membership problem for the independent set polytope P (and the basis polytope K A ).
We will use this tool from matroid theory to derandomize our algorithm from Section 2. Recall that the main step in our algorithm is to repeatedly sample subsets of n points and once we find one that is linearly dependent, we can use this subset to recover the set of inliers. So our approach is to use a membership oracle for the basis polytope to find a subset of n points that is linearly dependent deterministically.
The basis polytope not only plays a central role in robust subspace recovery but also in a notion studied in functional analysis called radial isotropic position. These two concepts can be thought of as dual to each other: Recall that the set of vectors u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ R n is in isotropic position if m j=1 u j ⊗ u j = Id n . It is well-known that a set of points can be placed in isotropic position if and only if the points are not all contained in an n − 1-dimensional subspace. Just as isotropic position can be thought of as a certificate that a set of points is full-dimensional, so too radial isotropic position can be thought of as a certificate that there is no low-dimensional subspace that contains many of the points. If a set of vectors meets Condition 2.1 then it cannot be put in radial isotropic position: any linear transformation A preserves the invariant that the inliers lie in a subspace of dimension d, but after applying A and rescaling the points to be unit vectors the variance of a random sample restricted to this subspace is strictly larger than d, which is too large! More generally, when can a set of vectors be put in radial isotropic position? [Bar] gave a complete answer to this question: This concave maximization problem provides a connection between radial isotropic position and robust subspace recovery. The optimal value reveals to us which case we are in: if it is finite, then the points can be put in radial isotropic position but if it is infinite (under Condition 2.1) then there is a subspace T of dimension d that contains more than a d n fraction of the points!
A Deterministic Algorithm
In this section we apply tools from matroid theory (see [Edm] , [Cun] ) to derandomize our algorithm from Section 2. Recall that the main step in our algorithm from Section 2 is to repeatedly sample subsets of n points and once we find one that is linearly dependent, we can use this subset to recover the set of inliers. Our goal is to find such a subset deterministically, and we can think about this problem instead in terms of the basis polytope.
Condition 2.1 guarantees that the vector n m 1 is outside the basis polytope. We remark that a set of n columns is linearly dependent if and only if the indicator vector is outside the basis polytope. So we can think about this derandomization problem instead as a rounding problem: we are given a vector n m 1 that is outside the basis polytope and we would like to round it to a Boolean vector (that sums to n) that is also outside the basis polytope.
Our approach is simple to describe, and builds on known polynomial time membership oracles for the basis polytope developed within combinatorial optimization (see, [Edm] , [Cun] , [GLS] , [Sch] , [IFF] ). In each step we find a line segment that contains the current vector (starting with n m 1). Since the current vector is outside the basis polytope it is easy to see that Algorithm 3 DerandomizedFind Input: A ∈ R n×m which satisfies Condition 2.1
If 'NO', Set U = U \{i} (exit for loop)
at least one of the endpoints of must also be outside. So we can move the current vector to this endpoint and if we choose these segments in an appropriate way we will quickly find a Boolean solution. Indeed, Edmonds gave a general characterization of the independent set polytope:
Theorem 5.1 ( [Edm] ). The independent set polytope P can equivalently be described as
Hence we can intersect this alternative description of P with the constraint i x i = n to obtain an alternative description of the basis polytope that will be more convenient for our purposes. Indeed, if Condition 2.1 is met then any subset U of points has rank equal to min(n, min(|U ∩ L|, d) + |U /L|) and so: Proof. An immediate consequence of Corollary 5.2 is that for each call to the membership oracle for K V for some set V , the answer is 'NO' if and only if the fraction of inliers in V is more than d n . Since at the start of the while loop we are guaranteed that the fraction of inliers in U is more than d n , this is an invariant of the algorithm. All that remains is to check that for any set U with |U | > n and more than a d n fraction of inliers, there some element i that we can remove from U to maintain this condition (i.e. the algorithm does not get stuck). This is easy to check since if U contains even just one outlier, we can choose i to be that element and this will only increase the fraction of inliers and if instead there are no outliers left then we can choose any inlier to remove. Hence the algorithm does not get stuck, outputs a set U with |U | = n which has strictly more than a Proof. Since |U ∪ L| d + 1, we have that rank(A U ) < n. Then using Claim 2.4, DerandomizedFind computes the span T of the inliers, and outputs exactly the set of inliers. Note that there are a number of known strongly polynomial time algorithms for deciding membership in K A (see Section 4).
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A Barthe's Convex Program
Recall that the basis polytope K A characterizes exactly when we can put a set of points in radial isotropic position ( [Bar] ). There are several known algorithms from the matroid literature that provide a strongly polynomial time algorithm for deciding membership in K A . However, the focus of this section and the next is not just deciding if the optimization problem of Barthe has finite or infinite value, but finding an optimal solution in case that the optimum is finite. From the solution to this optimization problem, we will be able to derive the linear transformation that places a set of points in radial isotropic position. Here we will explain in detail the connection found by [Bar] and [CLL, CCE] between convex programming and radial isotropic position. In the next section we will prove various effective bounds on this convex programming problem that we need in order to show that the Ellipsoid method finds an optimal solution. Recall that Barthe considers maximizing a concave function (or equivalently minimizing a convex function):
for a given set of points u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ R n and a coefficient vector c ∈ R m . How is this unconstrained maximization problem related to the linear transformation that puts the points u 1 , . . . , u m into radial isotropic position? For now we specialize our discussion to the case in which c = n m 1, where 1 is the all ones vector. Let t 1 , . . . , t m ∈ R. Consider the matrix U = m j=1 e t j u j ⊗ u j . We know that this matrix is positive definite and has full rank. Therefore it has a symmetric positive definite square root and we can define R = U −1/2 . Notice that For completeness, we present Barthe's proof and to simplify notation we will continue specializing our discussion to c = n m 1. Consider maximizing the function f over R m defined as:
It is not hard to show that f is concave (a short proof is given in Lemma B.4). What is crucial is that if t maximizes f (t), then it must satisfy that the gradient of f at t vanishes. We can apply a well-known formula for the derivative of log det (see e.g. [Lax] ) and:
Also in our case:
And so we conclude that the optimality condition is for all j ∈ [m]:
where the last step uses the identity Tr(ABC) = Tr(BCA). Recall that u j , U −1 u j = Ru j 2 and so any optimal t ∈ R m satisfies e t j = n m Ru j −2 which is precisely the condition we needed. Additionally, Barthe proves that the supremum of f (t) is attained (this is a central step in the proof, which depends on the particular f given above). In order to give an algorithm for computing radial isotropic position, we will also need to reason about f and give effective bounds on the region where its supremum can be.
B Computing Radial Isotropic Position Efficiently
Here we prove two important properties of the convex programming problem considered by Barthe, that we will need in order to prove that the Ellipsoid method can solve it. We prove that if the optimum is finite, there is a solution in a bounded region that is optimal. Also we establish a lower bound on how strictly convex the objective function is, since we will need this to show that any candidate solution that is close enough to achieving the optimum value must also be close to the optimum solution.
B.1 Effective Bounds
Here we prove bounds on the region in which an optimal solution can be found. Our proof follows the same basic outline as in [BL, Bar, CLL] but is self-contained. We define φ A : R m → R as When we use the subscript I without further specification, we will always mean a subset of [m] of size n. We will make repeated use of the Cauchy-Binet formula in this section:
This generalizes the well-known identity that the determinant of the product of two matrices is the product of the determinants. We can apply this formula:
We can now show that the mapping φ A is convex, and hence φ * A (c) is concave (which we asserted in Section A):
Proof. Let s, t ∈ R m . Then, applying the Chauchy-Schwarz inequality,
where the second equality uses Claim B.3.
Our main step is to show that if c is contained in K A with "sufficient slack", then the optimum is finite and we get a bound on the norm of an optimizer. To state the condition we need, we will use a slightly unconventional definition for how to dilate K A . This simplifies our arguments (in part because it preserves the "trivial" constraints that the coordinates sum to n and are each in the interval 
B.2 Strict Convexity
Here we prove that if a candidate solution t is close to achieving the optimal value then it is also close to the optimal solution t * . This is not a vacuous property since if a convex function f is not strictly convex, being close to the optimal value for the objective function does not imply that a solution is close to the optimal solution. The catch is that our function f is not strictly convex on all of R m . If t a denotes the vector obtained from t by adding the constant a to all coordinates in t, then for every a, f (t a ) = f (t) (where here we use the condition that j c j = n). Hence, there are points t, t at arbitrary distance that satisfy f (t) = f (t ). However, we can show that this is the only scenario in which the function is not strictly convex. This definition leads to the next lemma. Using this lemma we will later argue that whenever f (t) is very close to optimal, then t itself cannot be separated from an optimal solution by much. denote the error term above. It is not hard to show that for ε = ε/ exp(poly(L))), we have that J ∞ ε. Since the dependence on 1/δ in the Ellipsoid method is logarithmic, the running time remains polynomial in L, 1/α and log(1/ε).
